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SUMMARY
In this article 'Natural Grouping1, a new technique forimage and positioning research is introduced. The more
conventional approaches to image research - the free
format, the explicit and the implicit techniques - arebriefly discussed. The shortcomings of these approaches
form the background for the development of the new
technique. fNatural Grouping1 is able to measure
simultaneously the images people have of a large set of
stimuli, such as brands, using an interesting respondenttask. This task consists of splitting successively 2large sets of brands, packages, or representations thereof
while recording the qualifications given by the respondent
to the groups so formed.



THE NATURAL GROUPING OF BANKS

Background
The concept of image was originally introduced in 1939 by
Ernest Dichter in relation to the soap brand Ivory (see
Johannsen, 1971; Lilli, 1983).David Ogilvy made the term popular in the first half of
the fifties (see Trel, 1984).
The book called *The Image1 by K. Boulding introduced the
concept within marketing in 1956. J
Nowadays the term fimage1 is commonly used in marketingpractice: the acceptance of concepts such as "brand
image" and "corporate image" reflect the fact that thebuying behaviour of the consumer is not only a function of
price and intrinsic product characteristics. Subjective,
attributed product qualities are recognized as important
factors in product evaluation.
Although the image concept is widely accepted and used in
marketing practice the status and content of the term didnot receive much attention from psychological theorists.
(Lilli, 1983). It is thus not at all clear what exactlyis meant by the image concept and how it should be
measured. (Reynolds and Gutman, 1984). We will not go
here into a theoretical discussion about whether images
are similar to attitudes (Johannsen, 1971) nor will wediscuss here the predictive value of concepts such asimages and attitudes (Verhallen and Pieters, 1984). Wewill simply focus on the practical and methodological
aspects of image measurement. For this reason we consideran image of an object, product, service or brand as "allwhat comes to mind to a consumer when being confronted
with the object or a representation of the object". Thismeans that image measurement should encompass both beliefs
and evaluations about an object. The beliefs may be of
different types: evaluative beliefs, descriptive beliefs,
relational beliefs, etc. (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1977). This
reflects the daily practice of image measurement in market
research.

Image measurement
Image measurement usually takes place in the context of
positioning research. Not that the 'absolute1 score of
for example 4.0 on a five-point quality scale is relevant:such an image score only becomes meaningful in relation to
the competitors1 scores on the same product attribute.



What techniques are there to measure the relative image of
a brand or company?
Three different approaches are usually being followed in
image measurement. We will refer to them as the:

1 free format measurement
2. explicit measurement3. implicit measurement

1 The free format approach is qualitative: consumers areconfronted with a brand and open-ended questions are
asked. The approach is referred to as depth-interviewing, using association techniques and probing
as tools. This approach gives detailed, freely -
expressed information and evaluations about a brand or
the relative brand position. It reveals strengths and
weaknesses of brands. Various aspects of brands - the
first impression, its familiarity, its uses - arecovered. Using experienced interviewers this approachhas only a few disadvantages:
- it is difficult to add up the differentidiosyncratic responses of consumers. This makes it
hard to quantify the information gathered andtherefore a subjective element, the interpreter or
reporter of the study, becomes part of this approach.

- it is costly. The approach needs highly qualified
interviewers, a lot of interviewing time and anextensive reporting.

These arguments have the practical implication that
such studies are usually performed using a very
restricted number of respondents. In order to be able
to quantify and to compare more objectively either the
-explicit1 or 'implicit1 image measurements are being
used.

2. The explicit approach.
In the explicit approach the respondent is being
confronted with a list of statements or adjectives to
be scored on 5, 7, 9 or 11 point scales, uni- or
bipolar, Likert or Osgood. For each brand image to bemeasured this list of statements has to be filled in by
the respondent. The outcomes are often presented
in the form of image profiles. The information
obtained is detailed and strengths and weaknesses of
comparable brand images can be found. This most
widely used approach, however, has some disadvantages:



- A complete set of attributes is required.This often means a pilot study to ensure that a
complete set of relevant image attributes is used in
the main image study.

- Filling in long batteries of image statements is
often necessary when many brands have to be coveredin a positioning study. This means either many
respondents and/or long interviewing times.Therefore often factor-analyses are performed onlengthy statement batteries to find the underlying
image factors. The reduced set of statements
obtained from factor analysis represent the key
statements in a multidimensional image space.Details or very specific image characteristics are
then being sacrificed to obtain a manageable set of
image statements.

- With a larger set of image-stimuli e.g. brands theinterviewee task becomes boring. This leads to noisy
data, with 'halo1-effects and few variations between
brands.

- The most severe theoretical objection to theexplicit approach is that it does not provide the
researcher with information about the type of
attributes or brand qualifications. Respondents in anatural situation may have different images of a
brand not only with respect to the score level of thebrand on a given set of attributes, but also in the
saliency and the importance of the attributes
themselves. By offering a set of attributes or
statements the researcher himself ensures that these
attributes come to all of the respondents1 minds even
if some attributes are only salient to some people.Similarly the offering of a statement battery does
not provide information about how important each of
the attributes are to each of the respondents. In
some cases, therefore, additional attribute
importance ratings are collected to obtain this type
of information.
To circumvent the saliency problem as well as the
need to have a complete set of attributes from apilot study the implicit image and positioning
approach has been introduced in the seventies.

3. The implicit approach
The implicit approach, also called the multidimensional
scaling approach, does not make use of statement scoring
and image profiling.



The approach starts from the stimuli e.g. the brands
themselves. A set of brands, the actual packages,
photographs or other representations, are offered to the
respondent. The task for the respondent is to express
their opinion of either the similarity between (pairs
of) brands or the preference between brands. Using
similarity scaling or preference scaling the relativeposition of brands in a similarity space or a preference
space are obtained. The advantage of this implicit
approach is that no pilot study is necessary and that no
complete set of brand attributes or statements is
needed. This explains the popularity of the approach
during the seventies. The disadvantages, however, havebecome more and more dominant. They are:
1) Obtaining similarity scores between brands means anextensive comparison task for respondents. Different

methods are used:
. paired comparison: "how similar do you think
these two brands are".

. triadic comparison: "which two out of these
three brands are most similar and which most
dissimilar".

. using standard stimuli: "compared with this
brand A which of these set of brands do you
consider to be most similar, which second, etc.,etc.".

A variety of methods have been developed to obtainthe similarity information. They all have in common
that the respondent's task is very elaborate andrepetitious. Solutions such as partial and
incomplete research designs make it possible to
simplify the task for a given respondent, however,
then generally more respondents are needed, with the
resultant cost implications.

2) A second problem is that special computer programs
are needed for the data analysis. Until recently
these programs were expensive, and only available in
mainframe versions. Now a PC-package is available
(Smith, 1986).

3) The outcome of a multidimensional scaling (MDS)
output is often difficult to interpret. For the
technical and statistical interpretations specific
know-how is needed: is a stress percentage of 5%
high or low? (Wagenaar and Padmos, 1971).Hereby the image dimensions found from MDS are
sometimes difficult to interpret as only a spatial
representation of the brands is given in one, two or
more dimensions.



Why, and on the basis of which attributes, brands aregrouped together in space has to be judged by theresearcher. For many marketing applications such ageneral market picture does not provide the marketeerwith enough detailed information compared with themore traditional image-statement approach.
4) A last characteristic of the implicit approach isthat at least 5 brands are needed to obtain a meaning-ful MDS solution. Technically speaking, with Nbrands only a solution in more than N-2 dimensions ismeaningful. In practice using more brands is general-ly advised, to obtain sufficiently detailed inform-ation.

The above mentioned approaches all become impossible ifone is interested in obtaining the images in a morecomplex market of say 40 brands.
The *Natural Grouping1 approach to be discussed later onin this paper, was developed by Research InternationalNederland to provide a solution to the problems attachedto the conventional approaches.
•Natural Grouping1 asks the respondent successively tosplit up a set of maximally 80 objects, brands, photo-graphs, packages, etc., into two subsets. At each splitthe respondent is asked to describe both subgroups, andthereby the brands in the subgroups, in his or her ownwords. In this way information is gathered both on thetogetherness of brands and the qualifications of (sub-groups of) brands.
The advantages of such a method are clear:
- a simple respondent task- a large set of possible stimuli- not only verbal but visual material is used, which forinstance makes it a possible for children- no verbal thresholds or misunderstandings, as thedescriptions given are in the words of the consumerthemself- it is not necessary to give verbal explanations of whycertain brands belong together or are separated- the qualifications used by the respondent are salientand not offered by the researcher

In the following the complex analysis task is explainedand some of the possible outcomes of the 'NaturalGrouping" procedure are discussed.



THE ANALYSIS OF DATA OBTAINED WITH NATURAL GROUPING

Natural Grouping data; an example
Before discussing the details of the fNatural Grouping1procedure a short example is given.
Suppose that a respondent is asked to group sevenfinancial institutions (a, b, c, d, e, f, h) and that the
answers are as recorded in exhibit 1.

Exhibit 1: Example of the answers of a respondent
in a natural grouping session

________I________

a b e d
familiar

unfamiliar,

non banking insL

a b —— known from

advertising;
bans only

C Q —— all services;

familiar

—— Expensive

1
-ram a client of dt

consumer friendly



The seven banks (stimuli) are split into four distinct
groups. Group 1 with a and b, group 2 with cf group 3with d and group 4 with e, f and g. For a and b two steps
were needed. Banks c and d each took three steps. E, f
and g are not split any further.
For each split a qualitative description of the character-
istics of that particular split or group is given. Thesedescriptions will be called qualifications further on. As
a consequence of the progressive splitting process these
qualifications will tend to be more and more specific with
the subsequent splits made.

Methodological considerations
It should be emphasised that the problems which will be
mentioned hereafter are a consequence of methodologicalpoints of view. It are precisely these methodological
considerations which have resulted in the fNaturalGrouping1 procedure. In our opinion the "reality" at the
level of the individual consumer is diverse and idio-
syncratic .
Trying to force the respondent into the "reality of theresearcher" (for example using Likert statements), thoughleading to comparable answers for analysis purposes willalso result in an over-inclusion of non-salient answers.
According to our view it will be more beneficial to tap
the reality of the consumer in his/her own language andwithin his/her frame of reference.
In order to realise this aim the only structure offered to
a respondent in evoking answers on some set of stimuli is
the very set of stimuli, and the question is to group
these stimuli progressively. As mentioned before, this
procedure will not evoke the kind of biased answersoffered by most structured questionnaires. Only character-
istics of stimuli belonging to the top of mind awareness
set of a respondent are evoked.
Dependent on the level of experience and/or involvement of
a certain respondent the number and kind of answers/qualifications may be more or less elaborate and more or
less extensive.

Characteristics of natural grouping data
A first characteristic of fNatural Grouping1 data to be
mentioned concerns the large differences among respondents
with respect to be number of splits or groups and
consequently the number of qualifications given.



Second, because of the free response format of the•Natural Grouping1 procedure the answers are almost
idosyncratic: each respondent generates answers/
qualifications in his/her own "language" and within
his/her own frame of reference.
Third, a problem of conceptual nature, also mentionedbefore, is the content or specificity of a qualification
that will vary with the progress of the splitting process.
As a consequence it is important to keep track of the
qualifications in relation to the stage in the splitting
process.

VFourth, because of the free response format and the almost
idiosyncratic answers some intelligent way to recode the
answers is needed.
In order to solve the problems of data handling and
idiosyncratic data a computer program "NATURAL GROUPING"has been developed by Research International Nederland
(Sikkel, 1987).

Data handling
Theoretically the maximum number of splits with n-stimuli
is 2(n-l). For 21 stimuli the maximum number of splits
would be 40. In building up data records per respondent
one could of course use a standard format based on the
theoretical maximum. This would result in draconic databases. Moreover most respondents realise a number ofcolumns far below this maximum. For example with 30
stimuli between 8 and 20 splits are made. Records of
these data can be organised as depicted in exhibit 2.
By creating this type of data matrix it is obvious thatsome simple descriptive analyses could be performed. For
example for this one respondent example one could:
1. Check the qualifications used in a specific split.

For example in split number one we would find
"familiar" and "unfamiliar".2. Count the number of splits each respondent makes (six
in this example).3. Check the qualifications for a specific bank alone.
For example "d-and-no other bank" will result in
"consumer oriented/there I am a client".4. Check the qualifications used for the intersection of
two of more banks. For example "bank c and d and no
others" will result in "all services/familiar".



Exhibit 2: Schematic representation of the one
respondent data matrix (see exhibit 1.)

Identification

Resp.no

001
001
001
001
001
001

Splitno

1.0
1.0
1.2
1.2
1.23
1.2.3

banks

a b c d e f fl

• * • * • * • *
•* * *

* *
-x- *
*

•*

description of splits

qualification

Familiar/Banks
Unfamiliar/non banking hst
Loans only/known from Advertising
All services/familiar
Expensive
Consumerfriendly/ram client of d

•



5. Check the qualifications for the union of c and d.This will result in all the splits and qualifications
in which c or d are involved, which are four splits
e.g. "familiar (split 1), all services/familiar
(split 2), expensive (split 3), consumer oriented/
there I am client (split 3)ff.

However, all these analyses, how useful they may be for
some purposes fail to reveal the structure of the total
set of stimuli. This structure is mandatory to be able to
do the very kind of analyses mentioned before.
To deal with this kind of data and with the problems
mentioned before, a special kind of correspondence
analysis is performed in step 3 of the "NATURAL GROUPING"
program.

Multiple correspondence analysis to reveal structure
Only a short description of correspondence analysis will
be given here according to the use that is made of the
technique. Those interested in an extensive descriptionof (multiple) correspondence analysis should consult Gifi
(1982), Greenacre (1984), Nishisato (1980) or at a more
introductory level Kuylen (1987) or Sikkel (1981).
Multiple correspondence analysis can be used to jointlyplot the stimuli (variables) and respondents (objects)analysis in a multidimensional space.
By the very nature of the technique stimuli that are close
together (and far from the origin) in the multidimensional
space are stimuli that are frequently grouped together (inthe same split). Alternatively respondents that have
similar splits will be close together in the multi-
dimensional space.
A correspondence analysis on fNatural Grouping1 data will
result in a compromise solution for all stimuli and
objects simultaneously in a multidimensional space.
As a consequence of the progressive splitting process this
space will reveal differences or similarities between
stimuli going from a global to a specific level. For
example the first dimension will reflect which stimuli onthe average were grouped in the first split. This inform-
ation is very useful for the interpretation and receding
of the qualifications.



Moreover multiple correspondence analysis on 'Natural
Grouping1 data allows for the simultaneous scaling of
stimuli, objects and qualifications as veil,
As will be demonstrated with the data of a small scaleexperiment, the simultaneous scaling of objects stimuliand qualifications offers the frame work for the
interpretation and recodina of the idiosyncratic
qualifications.

The representation of the stimuli
In exhibit 3, 18 financial institutions are represented in
a three dimensional space based on a small scale study.The financial institutions are indicated by abbreviations.
Actually more than three dimensions were needed for an
adequate description of the relative positions for the
18 institutions. For demonstration purposes only thefirst three dimensions will be used in*this paper.
On the first dimension a difference is made between banks
(left) and non banking institutes (right). So Rabo, AMRQ,
ABN, NHB, Postbank and to a lesser degree BSB and VSB are
seen as "real banks11. Finata, Vola and IDM which arespecific institutes for loans and ABP, NN and BFNG which
are institutes for mortgages are on the opposite site of
the first dimension. Roparco, a specific saving institute
is located to the right, but not discriminated well on thesecond and third dimension. It is obvious that consumers
see Roparco as a non-banking institute, which has nofurther relation to the other institutes.
CVB, DIRB and CRLY, M&H are about in the origin reflectingthat the respondents are uncertain of the position of
these institutes with respect to the qualification "realbanks".
On the second dimension the loan companies (Finata, Vola,IDM) are discriminated from the mortgage companies (ABP,
BFNG, NN). The smaller banks (small market share) CVB and
DIRB, which were not discriminated on the first dimension
are seen as somewhat similar to the loan companies.
On the third dimension the Postbank (a combination of the
Dutch giro and the former governmental savings bank) lies
opposite to the general banks M&H, CRLY, AMRO, ABN, NMB
and Rabo. At a global level these general banks and
Postbank are seen as "real banks" opposite the non-bankinginstitutions *



Exhibit 3: Three dimensional plot of 18 financial institutions

FNATA

zeropoint on
third dimension



At a more specific level, however, within the set of "real
banksff the Postbank is discriminated from the general
banks at the third dimension.
Although only the first three dimensions will be discussed
in this paper it appears that in a seven-dimensional space
some interesting differences appear between the general
banks ABN, AMRO, NMB, Rabo and also CRLY and M&H.

The representation of objects and qualifications in the
stimuli space.
The advantage of the 'Natural Grouping1 procedure over
classical MDS studies is that information is collected
about the meaning of dimensions for respondents.
Because the qualifications are plotted in the stimulus
space interpretation problems are solved quite easily. In
most cases the joint plot of stimuli and qualifications
will lead to an abundance of information on eachdimension.
In general we will be interested in the qualifications
that discriminate well on a certain dimension. So
qualifications with low (absolute) weights will be
suppressed. Each qualification is related unambiguously
to a split and a group of stimuli. This information is
used to recode the qualifications into main categories of
qualifications. So the uncertainty connected with a
priori receding does not exist. But if wanted, receding
is done quite easily using the 'Recode1 routine of
'Natural Grouping1. The receding step can be skipped in
those cases where only the meaning of the dimensions
according to the respondents has to be described.
It is also possible to subject the qualifications to a
special cluster analysis. For this purpose a cluster
program Tycon (Kuylen 1987) can be used which results in
finding the most discriminating qualifications for eachdimension.
In order to demonstrate the joint plot of banks and
qualifications and the interpretation of the results, an
example is given with only a few respondents on 11
financial institutes all belonging to the subset of banks
(see exhibit 4, left side of the first dimension).



Exhibit 4: Joint plot of stimuli and qualifications

ACVB (sodai)

A ORB
(by telephone/commercial)

^%not famfllar tome
•unfamiliar

•not for normal banking

• I.have no relation

.CRLY

^ tfor salary

PostbarfcA flonfl Waitin0
<i£ • tunes}
^^ • for saving

^ for savings
families

AVSB

X
6 •saving + cash transactions
7 •known/familiar

V •known from advertisements dim 1

for foreign countries

tradtion l̂/dasslc bank/companies

\
\
\
\

iflc ae^nent/small companies

•business to business
!• '

business

• big companies
•big money
•
solid reputation

A
Rabo

\
good service
•
•quick/good advice

for ail banking services/
private consumers

^also for large accounts

Amro

cam 2

^ h order to evaluate the position of the Postbank correctiy it should be
emphasised that on the third dmension there appears to be a large
difference between BSa VSB and Postbank

** On the fotrth cftnension CVB and DFB are dstinguished with qJte
drfferent qualifications indicated
legenda:

S1~5 refers to the stepnunber of the involved spilt



On the first dimension the familiar banks (right) are
distinguished from the less familiar banks (left). On the
second dimension the full service banks (bottom) aredistinguished from the restricted service banks (top)•The qualifications for several splits are made visible.The split number is indicated by a S-number. For example
S3 means split number three.
Looking at split number two on the right it appears thatthe corresponding qualifications are on the right side ofthe origin, and midway between Postbank, VSB, BSB and NMB,
Rabo, ABN and AMRO. In this split apparently all thesebanks belong together according to the aspects "known/familiar11 and "offer services for savings and cash trans-actions11. On the next splits (S3 top right) and S3(bottom right) these banks are separated into VSB, BSB and
Postbank (which appeared to be quite different on thethird dimension as indicated by on the one hand S5, the
qualification between brackets). These banks are evident-
ly not seen as full service banks. On the other hand NMB,
Rabo, ABN and Amro are grouped together because of the
full service (all banking activities) aspect and the
orientation on private consumers. In the bottom leftsector CRLY AND M&H are grouped together in split S3according to the qualifications "oriented towards aspecific segment1.
Further on, these banks are seen as different, CRLY being
a classic, traditional bank and M&H being a bank for lfbigmoney" with a "solid reputation".
In exhibit 4 it can be observed that NMB and Rabo,although also oriented towards private consumers, are
grouped together by some respondents with M&H because all
three offer services for firms, albeit that NMB and Rabo
are seen as the banks for small firms. Finally, although
the left side of dimension one is indicative forfnon familiar1 banks, it appears that generally speaking
CVB and DIRB are f unknownf, whereas CRLY and M&H are banks
which do not have these respondents as clients.
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